
take a seat
Words Francka Sullivan

Watch a simple piece of furniture originating from ancient 
Japan become a Work of art, a business or a means of 
raising funds for charity – bringing together creative 
communities all over the World

the roots of Zaishu begin in ancient Japan. The name is derived 
from the Japanese word ‘zaisu’, which refers to a seat without 
legs used in traditional homes. The design is inspired by the 

simple wooden beams found in Buddhist temples. 
The Zaishu, the seat and the project, was launched by Australian 

designers Matthew Butler and Helen Punton in Melbourne in 2004, 
based on the principles of sustainability, creativity and community. 
The unique design concept was purely incidental: it was at an 
installation at the Australian Centre for Contemporary Art that a 
flat-packed pine box was boldly transformed into an individually 
painted, slot-together seat by a group of local artists. 

Zaishu is a funky combination of substance and style. It uses 
internationally certified sustainable Australian-plantation Hoop pine, 
innovative ideas and a collaborative design approach. The Zaishu is 
an extremely versatile table or seat where form and function mesh 
beautifully. The hand-printed artwork on each panel is produced 
by diverse artists and expresses a powerful sense of aesthetic while 
embodying conceptual artistry at its finest. 

Given all the hullabaloo surrounding the marketing of sustainable 
products, Butler was ahead of the game long before it was fashionable. 
Although, as he describes: ‘In the early days it was simply about 
being responsible and using plain common sense. We now feature 
the “eco” credentials because climate change has thankfully 

Each Zaishu is 
hand-paintEd or printEd  
using watEr-basEd inks  
and varnish, and can 
bE assEmblEd without  

gluE or nails

become a bigger topic.’ The pine plantations are run by Forestry 
Plantations Queensland on both government and private land. They 
have Australia Forestry Standard Certification to the international 
sustainable-forest management standard as recognised by GECA 
(Good Environmental Choice Australia), and Zaishu has a GECA 
eco-certificate. The chair has minimal factory involvement and 
there is just one production process: the laser-cutting. Each Zaishu 
is hand-painted or printed using water-based inks and varnish, and 
can be assembled without glue or nails.

An important aspect of Zaishu is the Zaishu Project, an international 
initiative based on a number of interactive projects with artists and 
communities in India and Europe. The project’s global scope has 
been elucidated by Butler as ‘an international collaborative event, 
recording patterns, designs and cultural texture from around the 
world on sheets of plantation-grown veneer’.

The founders are true believers in promoting consciousness-
raising ideas and social and environmental responsibility. Some 
projects are non-profit, while others are commercial ventures. They 
have worked with Warli tribal artists in India whose traditional art 
was being lost due to modernisation and digitalisation techniques. 
A new project will be launched in Argentina in spring 2009 to create 
artwork for a new screen-printed Zaishu, with proceeds from sales 
going to support a children’s organisation.
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Global Zaishu projects have carved out their own identity. Organised in different locations around 
the globe, these art initiatives are acclaimed by galleries, design magazines, schools and art lovers. The 
painting and assembly take place at interactive community gatherings instead of in factories, and there 
is a serendipitous element of chance to the whole idea. The Zaishu project themes reflect a multitude of 
designs ranging from cross-stitch to Utopia, and each project is open to emotional interpretation. Jennette 
Snape, a former student of Butler’s, decided to order some Zaishu panels online and is involved with the 
very first Zaishu art project in the Netherlands, Is this seat taken? Every project is approached differently, 
thus subscribing to the philosophy of Zaishu as a catalyst for social interaction.

Snape stresses how important it is for projects to be organic and unexpected. She is working closely with 
a progressive crew of international artists in Amsterdam. In late autumn 2008, the artists gathered in a 
huge warehouse space to express their individualism designing and painting the panels. Most of the artists 
came by bicycle, and materials were transported on two wheels. The creative atmosphere was celebratory, 
with loud techno music and even a barbecue. Painting, stencils, collage, tattoo designs, burning, silkscreen 
and tyre prints are a just few of the techniques that were used. She is working alongside Jacob Plooig, 
Jaap Simonis, Hollywood Mark, Laser 3.14, Weasel, Geert van Kerckhove, Christopher Costuna, Esther 
Mosselman, Naad and Thomas Reineke to mention a few. The group range from conceptual artists to 
urban graffiti freaks. You can visit the blog they have set up at zaishuwordpress.com to see how the panels 
were interconnected with other artists’ panels, resulting in twenty new limited-edition Zaishu chairs. 

Snape’s enthusiasm is contagious, and she likens the current project to an adventure: ‘It is a very 
physical journey – the chairs being sent from Australia to Europe, and then a kind of emotional journey 
for the collective of artists as they set off into the imaginative realm, and finally ends when a seat or table 
personalises someone’s home.’   

zaishu.com
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It’s called the Alpine Capsule which, according to its designer Ross 
Lovegrove, is an ‘incredible, ethereal, infinity space’.

Balanced at over 2,000m in the Piz la Ila, the Alpine Capsule is 
designed to be a ‘bed under the stars’. Completely transparent from the 
inside, by day its occupants can take in spectacular 360-degree views of 
the Italian mountains and by night can experience the vast universe of 
stars above. From the exterior the capsule is almost invisible as it has a 
reflective coating which acts as a mirror to the landscape surrounding it. 
‘It doesn’t interfere with nature, it simply reflects and compliments it,’ 
adds Lovegrove.

Entirely off-grid, the Alpine Capsule is powered by remote renewable-
energy units called Power Plants, which harness wind and solar energy, 
and are specially designed to deal with the unique weather conditions of 
the Alps. They have eight solar ‘petals’, which can retract in bad weather 
and a vertical access wind turbine protruding from the ‘stem’. In arduous 
conditions the wind turbine is responsible for harnessing most of the 
capsule’s power but in the summer months, when wind speeds fall, the 
petals extend to create a total solar surface of 1.7sqm2, generating up to 
500W of energy per Power Plant.

The interior of the capsule reflects the tranquillity of the mountains. 
It is minimalist yet comfortable, with an organically shaped bed and a 
bathroom carefully designed to be at a lower level to the living area, 
so as not to obstruct the panoramic views. With such tranquillity on 
offer, Lovegrove hopes the capsule will become a place of contemplation, 
where guests experience and appreciate nature with an unprecedented 
sense of intimacy. ‘It’s ultimately all about raising our awareness of the 
environment,’ he says. ‘It’s no good having science and technology if 
you don’t have an instinct that can take that and put it into something 
that’s capable of moving people’s emotions.’

rosslovegrove.com
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